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Abstract. Intralipid is widely used as an optical scattering agent in tissue-mimicking phantoms. Accurate control
when using Intralipid is critical to match the optical diffusivity of phantoms to the prescribed value. Currently, most
protocols of Intralipid-based hydrogel phantom fabrication focus on factors such as Intralipid brand and con-
centration. In this note, for the first time to our knowledge, we explore the dependence of the optical reduced
scattering coefficient (at 532 nm optical wavelength) on the temperature and the time of mixing Intralipid with
gelatin-water solution. The studied samples contained 1% Intralipid and were measured with oblique-incidence
reflectometry. It was found that the reduced scattering coefficient increased when the Intralipid-gelatin-
water mixture began to solidify at room temperature. For phantoms that had already solidified completely,
the diffusivity was shown to be significantly influenced by the temperature and the duration of the mixing course.
The dependence of the measured diffusivity on the mixing conditions was confirmed by experimental observa-
tions. Moreover, the mechanism behind the dependence behavior is discussed. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.3.035002]
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1 Introduction
Tissue-mimicking phantoms are widely used in biomedical
optics research for system validation, optimization, calibration,
stability evaluation, and quantitative studies.1 They can be
easily fabricated with controlled geometries, homogeneities,
and physical properties. Depending on specific applications,
phantoms use various types of materials as the bulk matrix,
such as aqueous suspensions,2,3 gelatin/agar/polyacrylamide-
based hydrogels,4,5 polyester/epoxy/polyurethane-based resins,6–8
and room temperature vulcanizing silicone.9 Absorbing
(e.g., India ink, whole blood, and Evans blue) and scattering
(e.g., Intralipid, polystyrene microspheres, and white metal
oxide powders) agents can then be mixed into the phantom
matrix to emulate the optical properties (such as the absorption
coefficient μa and the reduced scattering coefficient μ 0s) of real
tissues.1
Intralipid is a scattering agent broadly used in phantoms to
reproduce the optical scattering coefficient μs and the anisotropy
coefficient g of real tissues. Intralipid is biologically similar to
the bilipid membrane of cells and organelles1,10—the major con-
stituents causing optical scattering in tissue. Its main scatterers,
lipids, have a particle size on the order of 100 nm.1,3,11,12 When
Intralipid is added to the bulk matrix, the resulting scattering
coefficient μs and the reduced scattering coefficient μ 0s
[μ 0s ¼ μsð1 − gÞ] of the phantom have a linear dependency on
the Intralipid concentration.13,14 For example, at 751-nm wave-
length, μ 0s is measured to be around 100, 200, and 300 cm−1
for 10%, 20%, and 30% Intralipid solutions, respectively.14
In addition, Intralipid has negligible absorption in the visible
spectral region,14,15 and a refractive index close to that of soft
tissue.1,16 Further, the optical properties of Intralipid from differ-
ent production batches or vendors have little variation.4,14,15,17
These features, together with its low cost and wide availability,
have made Intralipid the chosen diffusive reference standard for
many phantom studies.14,15 As a common practice, Intralipid-
based phantoms can be made to simulate the optical properties
of different types of tissues by varying the concentrations of the
scatterer—Intralipid and the absorber, such as India ink.1,11
Intralipid phantoms exist as either aqueous solutions or
hydrogels. Many of the studies characterizing Intralipid’s opti-
cal properties were performed on its aqueous solution, in which
case Intralipid can be easily mixed well with the matrix to form
a stable emulsion having the designed scattering and absorption
properties. In circumstances where a static matrix with limited
water mobility or with complex sample structures is desired,
hydrogels, such as gelatin gel, are preferred.18–23 Fabrication
of such hydrogel phantoms with Intralipid additive is nontri-
vial—the main variables being the mixing temperature and
time. To mix Intralipid thoroughly with hydrogel in the liquid
phase, e.g., a gelatin-water solution, the mixture has to be kept
warm to prevent the hydrogel matrix from solidifying.20,24 For a
complex phantom with multiple parts,6,19 its fabrication usually
takes several steps, during which the Intralipid and the matrix
must remain liquid. Therefore, an Intralipid-gelatin-water mix-
ture could stay on a hot/stirring plate for up to 1 to 2 h when
a phantom is being made.
In previous studies, the optical properties of Intralipid hydro-
gel phantoms were assumed to be no different from those of
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aqueous solution phantoms. This presumption, however, contra-
dicts our experimental observation: when the mixing tempera-
ture is high and/or the mixing time is long, lipid droplets start to
amalgamate near the Intralipid-gelatin-water mixture surface,
indicating a separation of the optical scatters (lipids) from the
matrix. This separation is irreversible, even when the tempera-
ture is lowered. As a result, the top surface of the solidified gel
phantom may appear more opaque than the body beneath. In
contrast, in an Intralipid-water solution, some lipid droplets
will separate from water if the mixture temperature becomes
too high, but when the temperature drops, they will disperse
evenly to form a homogeneous emulsion again.1,25 In this paper,
for the first time to our knowledge, we explore how the temper-
ature and time of mixing Intralipid with gelatin-water solution
influence the resulting hydrogel’s optical scattering property.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Reagents
Gelatin from porcine skin (#G2500-1kG; gel strength 300,
Type A) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri. Intralipid® 20% was manufactured by Fresenius
Kabi, Uppsala, Sweden, and was purchased from VWR
International, Batavia, Illinois (#68100-276). Sodium azide
(#S2002-100G) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri. Ultrapure, deionized, and degassed water were used
for all solutions.
2.2 Phantom Preparation
Two types of Intralipid phantoms (Table 1) were studied. The
first type (Groups 1 to 4) was Intralipid hydrogel phantoms
made from Intralipid (1% by weight), gelatin (10%), and water
(89%). The second type (Groups 5 to 7) was Intralipid aqueous
solution phantoms made from Intralipid (1%) and water (99%).
The concentration of 1% of Intralipid was chosen to obtain a μ 0s of
∼10 cm−1 (i.e., a transport mean free path ltr ≈ 1∕μ 0s of
∼1 mm),3,26 which reasonably mimics that of the whole milk
(ltr ¼ 1.0 0.1 mm) and the pork breast (ltr ¼ 1.2 0.2 mm).11
To fabricate the Type I samples, we adapted the protocol
from Ref. 27 with improved temperature and time control:
1. Add porcine gelatin to ultrapure, deionized, and
degassed water at the specified concentration. Place
the mixture in a glass beaker on a hot/stirring plate
(Barnstead Thermolyne, Model SP18425).
2. Heat the mixture of gelatin and water to a temperature
(37 to 50°C, corresponding to a heater setting of 3 to 5)
above the gelatin’s melting point of ∼35°C.
Throughout heating, stir with a magnetic stirring
bar at a constant speed (a stirrer setting of 4 to 5)
until the gelatin dissolves completely and the solution
turns transparent [Fig. 1(a)].
3. Add sodium azide to the solution at a concentration of
15 mM to preserve the hydrogel.20,28
4. Add an appropriate amount of Intralipid into the gel-
atin-water solution, water-bathed in a larger beaker
[Fig. 1(b)], and stir at the conditions specified in
Table 1. Monitor the water bath temperature with
a thermometer. To minimize vapor loss during the
mixing process, keep the beakers covered with an
aluminum foil.24
5. Fill cylindrical molds with the final solution, and let
the hydrogel solidify at room temperature (20°C).
The procedure to make the Type II samples was similar,
except that no gelatin or sodium azide were added, and the mix-
tures did not gel.
After fabrication, the reduced optical scattering coefficient μ 0s
of the Type I samples was measured using oblique-incidence
reflectometry (OIR).29 For the Group 1 sample, the measure-
ment was taken during the gelling process at room temperature
(20°C). Other samples, after they solidified at room temperature,
were stored in sealed zip bags in a refrigerator (temperature set
at 4°C) for at least 12 h before measurements. These storage
conditions ensured complete crosslinking (gelling).24
2.3 Optical Scattering Measurement Using
Oblique-Incidence Reflectometry
The cylindrical molds containing the Intralipid hydrogel sam-
ples were sufficiently large (6 cm in diameter and 6 cm in
depth) to justify the approximation of treating the phantoms
as semi-infinite turbid media. Furthermore, the optical absorp-
tion coefficient μa of the phantoms was much smaller than the
reduced scattering coefficients μ 0s. Therefore, OIR
29 could be
used to the measure μ 0s of the samples accurately.Table 1 Preparation conditions for samples used in this study.
Type Group
No. of samples
examined
Mixing
temperature (°C)
Mixing
time (min)
I Intralipidþ
gelatinþ water
1 1 38 30
2 6 34 to 95 30
3 9 40 10 to 150
4 9 37 10 to 150
II Intralipidþ
water
5 6 34 to 95 30
6 9 40 10 to 150
7 9 37 10 to 150
Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of the preparation of gelatin-water solution.
(b) Illustration of mixing Intralipid with the prepared gelatin-water sol-
ution, with controlled temperature and duration.
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Figure 2 shows a schematic of the OIR experimental setup.
An attenuated 1-mm diameter beam from a 532 nm laser source
(Coherent, Verdi V-5, Santa Clare, California) illuminated the
phantom surface at an angle αi. A CCD camera (Andor
Technology, iStar 734, Belfast, United Kingdom) was mounted
above the phantom to image the diffuse reflectance of the
incident beam. An example of the two-dimensional diffuse
reflectance pattern captured by the CCD is given in Fig. 3(a).
In Fig. 3(b), the light intensity distribution along the dashed
line in Fig. 3(a) is represented as curve M. Curve C is the center
of the symmetrical reflectance profile and Δx is the horizontal
distance between C and the point of incidence. According to
Refs. 29 and 30,
Δx ¼ sin αi
nsampleð0.35μa þ μ 0sÞ
; (1)
where nsample, the refractive index of the Intralipid hydrogel, was
approximated to be 1.33, which could be measured with a clear
gelatin gel containing no Intralipid. This approximation is jus-
tified since both gelatin and Intralipid have refractive indexes
close to that of water (nwater ¼ 1.33).4,16 The angle αi was mea-
sured to be 37.9 deg, and μa of a clear gelatin gel was measured
to be 0.12 cm−1 by a spectrophotometer (Varian, Cary 50, Palo
Alto, California). Note that the absorption due to 1% Intralipid is
negligible.31 Therefore, once Δx was determined from the sam-
ple’s reflectance pattern, as shown in Fig. 3, the reduced scatter-
ing coefficient can be calculated by
μ 0s ¼
sin αi
nwaterΔx
− 0.35 μa: (2)
3 Results
For the Group 1 sample, right after the Intralipid-gelatin-water
mixture was poured into the cylindrical mold, we started to rec-
ord the OIR pattern until the phantom solidified completely. The
values of μ 0s calculated from the reflectance patterns are shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of time during the gelling process at room
temperature. As can be seen, μ 0s was around 8.0 cm−1 or slightly
higher in the beginning, and increased to 9.5 to 11 cm−1 when
the hydrogel began to solidify after ∼20 min.
In Groups 2 to 4, samples were completely solidified and
taken out of their molds before the OIR measurements, enabling
Fig. 2 Schematic of the oblique-incidence reflectometer used to mea-
sure the reduced scattering coefficient of the prepared phantoms.
XYZ are system coordinates.
Fig. 3 (a) An example of the oblique incidence diffuse reflectance pattern. The length of the scale bar is
5 mm. (b) Curve M is the light intensity (photon count) distribution profile along the dashed line in (a), and
curve C is composed of the midpoints of the left and right sides of M for specific photon counts. Δx is the
horizontally shifted distance between the vertical portion of curve C and the point of incidence.
Fig. 4 Measured reduced scattering coefficient as a function of time
for the Group 1 sample during the cooling process at room temper-
ature (20°C). The dashed lines are to highlight two different phases
before and after solidifications.
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us to examine both the top and the bottom surfaces of the phan-
toms. To reduce the measurement error caused by sample
inhomogeneity, we recorded the reflectance patterns from five
different spots on each surface.
In Fig. 5, the calculated μ 0s based on the reflectance patterns
of the Group 2 samples is shown as a function of mixing temper-
ature. As we can see μ 0s ≈ 10 cm−1 when the mixing temperature
was 34°C, and dropped to ∼5.0 cm−1 when the temperature was
41°C. At these temperatures, the OIR measurements performed
at different spots of both top and bottom surfaces yielded
consistent μ 0s values, indicating optical homogeneity of the
phantoms. This homogeneity, however, started to break down
at higher mixing temperatures. μ 0s measured from the bottom
surface decreased monotonically from 2.5 cm−1 at 52°C to
0.65 cm−1 at 95°C, while μ 0s measured from the top surface
increased monotonically from 3.2 cm−1 at 52°C to >100 cm−1
at 95°C. Moreover, measurements from the top at higher temper-
atures had much larger error bars, suggesting increased optical
inhomogeneity.
In Groups 3 and 4, samples were prepared with the same
mixing temperatures (40°C from Group 3 and 37°C from
Group 4), but different mixing times. μ 0s was measured at the
samples’ bottom surfaces, and is shown in Fig. 6 as a function
of mixing time. At the 40°C mixing temperature, μ 0s ≈ 10 cm−1
when the mixing time was <20 min. As the mixing time
increased, μ 0s became inversely related to the duration.
However, at a mixing temperature lower than 40°C, μ 0s remained
relatively constant around 10 cm−1 over a long period, until the
mixing time exceeded 150 min, in which case μ 0s decreased
to 8.5 cm−1.
4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to explore the influence of
the mixing temperature and duration on the resulting optical
diffusivity when the Intralipid was used as the scatterer in gel-
atin-based tissue-mimicking hydrogel phantoms.
In Fig. 4, we showed μ 0s as a function of time for the Group 1
sample. The investigated period covered the cooling process
from the initial 38°C to the final 20°C, and the formation/
reinforcement of crosslinking (solidification) after ∼20 min. The
dependence of μ 0s on the measured time, and consequentially
the measured temperature, is potentially related to two factors.
First, the reduction in mixture volume—measured to be <2%—
following the solidification increases the scatterer concentration
and results in a higher μ 0s.
32 Second, the refractive index of water
changes with the measured temperature,33 which alters the mis-
match of refractive index between the Intralipid particles and
the water, and introduces variations in μ 0s.
31
In Fig. 5, we presented the measured μ 0s from the solidified
Group 2 samples at room temperature. Apparently, the samples’
diffusivity was affected by the temperature when mixing
Intralipid with the hydrogel. Moreover, samples made with rel-
atively high mixing temperatures showed increased divergence
between measurements implemented at the top and bottom sur-
faces. As seen, the measured μ 0s at the bottom surface decreased
as a function of mixing temperature, but those measured at the
top decreased first, then later increased dramatically with high
mixing temperatures. Such variations of μ 0s primarily arise from
the change of particle concentration of the lipid droplets, the
main constituents that contribute scattering in fat emulsions.
Usually, these fat emulsions are quite stable when mixed
with water, but the addition of gelatin (a type of collagen) desta-
bilizes the emulsions.34 As a result, some of the lipid droplets,
initially evenly distributed throughout the scattering mixture,
may flocculate, aggregate, and coalesce.35 Eventually, some
lipid droplets can be deemulsified, forming two separate layers:
the dispersed droplets float on the top, leading to enlarged but
inhomogeneous μ 0s; the continuous (homogenous) phase that has
a reduced concentration of lipid droplets remains in the lower
portion remains, and has a correspondingly lower μ 0s.
The above hypothesis can be further verified if we look at the
photos of two samples from Group 2 (Fig. 7), processed with
mixing temperatures of 34 and 95°C, respectively. The first sam-
ple (mixed at 34°C) is relatively uniform [Fig. 7(a)], but the
second (mixed at 95°C) has a top surface different from the
other fractions of the volume [Fig. 7(b)]. The lower portion
of the second sample is more transparent than that of the
first one, suggesting a lower concentration of lipid droplets.
On the other hand, the top surface of the second sample appears
to be whiter but more uneven [Fig. 7(d)] than that of the first
sample [Fig. 7(c)], indicating increased diffusivity and inhomo-
geneity. All these observations are consistent with the measure-
ments in Fig. 5 and the hypothesis.
It is further shown, in Fig. 6, that the occurrence and degree
of phase separation are also affected by the duration of the
Fig. 5 Measured reduced scattering coefficients for Group 2 samples,
which were prepared with different mixing temperatures but the same
duration (30 min). For each phantom, both the top (red circles) and
bottom (blue squares) surfaces were examined. On each surface,
five measurements were performed at five different locations, from
which a mean value was obtained as the mean μ 0s for that surface.
The standard deviation is represented by the error bars.
Fig. 6 Measured reduced scattering coefficients for Groups 2 and 3
samples, prepared with different mixing durations but the same tem-
peratures, at 40°C (red circles) and 37°C (blue squares), respectively.
Note that results from only the bottom surfaces are shown here.
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mixing process, even when the mixing temperature is moderate
(e.g., 40°C). However, if the mixing temperature is further
reduced, say, down to human body temperature (37°C) or
even lower, the effect of phase separation can be minimized
and a relatively constant μ 0s can be maintained within a mixing
course of 2 h. This finding is particularly important when pre-
paring a time-consuming complex sample requiring uniform
diffusivity among different compartments.
However, μ 0s variations shown in Figs. 5 and 6 might also be
associated with changes of lipid droplet size—if the changes
indeed happened. To confirm this possibility, we also measured
the diffusivity and the droplet diameter of Type II samples
(Groups 5 to 7) that were prepared under the conditions
specified in Table 1. In our study, the measurement of particle
diameter was performed with dynamic light scattering (DLS)
equipment (Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer Nano ZS,
Worcestershire, UK), which handles only aqueous solution.
Therefore, no gelatin was added to samples in Groups 5 to 7.
Right before measurements of both diffusivity and particle
size, these samples were remixed to ensure sample homo-
geneity. The measured μ 0s from all these samples was between
9.0 and 11 cm−1, confirming the previous reports25,31 on the dif-
fusivity of Intralipid-water samples. Figure 8(a) is an example of
a lipid droplet size distribution histogram measured by the DLS
method. In Fig. 8(b), the measured diameters from all Type II
samples are shown and sorted according to their groups. Clearly,
the diameters of lipid droplets are fairly constant (most are
between 200 and 400 nm) from sample to sample, regardless
of the differences in mixing conditions. This behavior is in
good agreement with the literature,1,3,11,12,25 confirming that
in Intralipid-water solution, even deemulsification occurs,
when temperature drops, lipid droplets could disperse evenly
again to form a homogenous aqueous solution. This reversibil-
ity, however, is not seen in gelatin hydrogels (Figs. 5–7). Since
the DLS equipment can only characterize aqueous solutions, we
were not able to directly measure the Intralipid particle sizes
at different mixing conditions for gelatin gel-based samples.
Nevertheless, the μ 0s changes in samples in Groups 2 to 4
were mainly related to the particle concentration variation
caused by phase separation, as discussed earlier.
It needs to be pointed out that two minor factors in the current
study potentially cause inaccuracies in the measurements of μ 0s.
First, in our calculation [Eqs. (1) and (2)], the refractive index of
water at 20°C and 1 bar was used to represent the refractive
index of the whole sample. Because the refractive indexes of
gelatin and Intralipid do not differ much from that of water,
this is a fair approximation when water is the dominant constitu-
ent. The other potential inaccuracy emerges when the μ 0s of
the measured sample is very high: x (the horizontal shift
between the center of symmetrical reflectance profile and the
point of incidence) then might be too small to be determined
precisely. However, the overall measurement accuracy based
on the OIR method is reasonably accurate.29 More importantly,
in the current study, we are more interested in the relative
changes, rather than the absolute magnitudes, of the resulting
μ 0s. Thus, the two sources of inaccuracy mentioned above do
not severely degrade the rigor of the investigation or the derived
conclusions.
Fig. 7 Photographs of two solidified phantoms from Group 2, with the
same mixing time length of 30 min but different mixing temperatures
(34°C and 95°C, respectively), before they were removed from the
sample molds. (a) and (b) are viewed from the side, while (c) and
(d) are from the top.
Fig. 8 (a) An example of lipid droplet size distribution measured by the dynamic light scattering method.
(b) Measured lipid droplet size of samples in Groups 5 to 7. Each point is the mean diameter of particle
size of a measured sample (red squares for Group 5 samples, blue circles for Group 6 samples, and
green triangles for Group 7 samples). The error bar is the standard deviation of the size distribution
shown in (a).
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5 Conclusion
Our work was spurred by the experimentally observed irrevers-
ible inhomogenization of optical diffusivity in the fabrication of
Intralipid-gelatin-water phantoms. We investigated the effect of
mixing temperature and duration on the phantom’s reduced
optical scattering coefficient μ 0s quantitatively, using OIR. It
was found that high temperature and prolonged mixing time
increasingly caused phase separation in the Intralipid-gelatin-
water emulsion, resulting in a decreasing μ 0s. On the other
hand, the optical diffusivity of the Intralipid-water emulsion
remains constant regardless of the mixing temperature or mixing
time, as confirmed by the measurement of μ 0s and the optical
scatterer sizes using OIR and DLS. We, therefore, suspect
that the phase separation in the Intralipid-gelatin-water emulsion
was caused by irreversible changes of the Intralipid–gelatin
structure at a higher temperature or a longer mixing time.
Further investigation can clarify this matter, but is outside the
scope of this paper. To fabricate Intralipid-gelatin-water phan-
toms having optical diffusivity that is consistent with that of
Intralipid-water counterparts,25,31 we found it is crucial to main-
tain the mixing temperature below 37°C and use mixing times
not exceeding 2 h. We recommend our modified protocol for
making Intralipid-gelatin-water phantoms for future optical
experiments.
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